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The Kiss Witch Wizard
By James Patterson

Little, Brown and Company. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 384 pages. Dimensions: 8.2in. x 5.4in. x 1.1in.Whit
and Wisty Allgood, a witch and wizard with extraordinary
abilities, have defeated the ruthless dictator who long
overshadowed their world. But for the first time in their lives,
the powerful brother and sister find themselves at odds as
Wisty is drawn to a mysterious and magical stranger named
Heath. Wisty has never felt as free as she does with Heath,
especially when the two of them share and test their magic
together. But when a merciless Wizard King from the
mountains suddenly threatens war, Wisty must make an
excruciating choice. Will she unite with Whit to fight the
mounting dangers that could return their world to a tyrants
domain Or will she trust the beautiful boy who has captured
her heart James Pattersons epic dystopian saga continues as
the witch and wizard who have inspired countless
imaginations must rally together before the world they fought
to save collapses. This item ships from multiple locations. Your
book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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R eviews
The ideal publication i possibly go through. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this published e publication.
I am delighted to explain how this is actually the finest pdf i have got read inside my personal existence and could be
he very best ebook for possibly.
-- R ober to Fr iesen
This written book is excellent. It typically is not going to price a lot of. I found out this book from my dad and i
encouraged this book to discover.
-- Da r r in Abbott
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